Abstract-Internet video traffic has been rapidly increasing and is further expected to increase with the emerging 5G applications, such as higher definition videos, the IoT, and augmented/virtual reality applications. As end users consume video in massive amounts and in an increasing number of ways, the content distribution network (CDN) should be efficiently managed to improve the system efficiency. The streaming service can include multiple caching tiers, at the distributed servers and the edge routers, and efficient content management at these locations affects the quality of experience (QoE) of the end users. In this paper, we propose a model for video streaming systems, typically composed of a centralized origin server, several CDN sites, and edge-caches located closer to the end user. We comprehensively consider different systems design factors, including the limited caching space at the CDN sites, allocation of CDN for a video request, choice of different ports (or paths) from the CDN and the central storage, bandwidth allocation, the edge-cache capacity, and the caching policy. We focus on minimizing a performance metric, stall duration tail probability (SDTP), and present a novel and efficient algorithm accounting for the multiple design flexibilities. The theoretical bounds with respect to the SDTP metric are also analyzed and presented. The implementation of a virtualized cloud system managed by Openstack demonstrates that the proposed algorithms can significantly improve the SDTP metric compared with the baseline strategies.
I. INTRODUCTION
O VER-THE-TOP video streaming, e.g., Netflix and YouTube, has been dominating the global IP traffic in recent years. The traffic will continue to grow due to the introduction of even higher resolution video formats such as 4K on the horizon. As end-users consume video in massive amounts and in an increasing number of ways, service providers need flexible solutions in place to ensure that they can deliver content quickly and easily regardless of their customer's device or location. More than 50% of over-the-top video traffic are now delivered through content distribution networks (CDNs) [2] . Even though multiple solutions have been proposed for improving congestion in the CDN system, managing the ever-increasing traffic requires a fundamental understanding of the system and the different design flexibilities (control knobs) to make the best use of the limited hardware resources. This is the focus of this paper. The service providers typically use two-tier caching approach to improve the quality of streaming services [3] - [5] . In addition to the distributed cache servers provided by the CDN, the edge router can also have a cache so that some videos could be stored in this cache and gets the advantage of the proximity to end-users. However, there are many edge routers which imply that the hot content could be stored at multiple edge routers. There is an additional cache at the distributed cache servers (in CDN) from which data can be obtained if not already at the edge router. Such multi-tier caching is related to fog computing where the caching could be distributed at multiple locations in the network [4] . We also assume that the edge cache can help provide advantages similar to multicasting. If another user on the edge router is already consuming the file, the part of the video already downloaded is sent directly to the new user and the later part is sent to multiple users who requested the content on the same edge router. This paper aims to analyze two-tiered caching in video streaming systems.
In this paper, we consider an architecture of streaming system with a Virtualized Content Distribution Network (vCDN) [6] , [7] . The main role of this CDN infrastructure is not only to provide users with lower response time and higher bandwidth, but also to distribute the load (especially during peak time) across many edge locations. The infrastructure consists of a remote datacenter that stores complete original video data and multiple CDN sites (i.e., distributed cache servers) that only have part of those data and are equipped with solid state drives (SSDs) for high throughput. In addition, we assume that a second caching tier is located at the edge routers. A user request for video content not served from the edge cache is directed to a distributed cache. If it is still not completely served, the remaining part of the request is directed to the remote datacenter (as shown in Fig. 1 ). Multiple parallel connections are established between the distributed cache server and the edge router, as well as between the distributed cache servers and the origin server, to support multiple video streams simultaneously. Our goal is to develop an optimization framework and QoE metrics that service providers (or infrastructure) could use to answer the following Fig. 1 . An illustration of our system model for video content delivery, consisting of a datacenter, four cache servers (m = 4), and 2 edge routers. d j and F j parallel connections are assumed between datacenter and cache server j, and datacenter and edge router, respectively.
questions: How to quantify the impact of multi-tier video caching on end user experience? What is the best video multitier caching strategy for CDN? How to optimize QoE metrics over various "control knobs"? Are there enough benefits to justify the adoption of proposed solutions in practice?
It has been shown that, in modern cloud applications such as Facebook, Bing, and Amazon's retail platform, the long tail of latency is of a major concern, with 99.9th percentile response times that are, orders of magnitude worse than the mean [8] , [9] . Thus, this paper considers a QoE metric, called the stall duration tail probability (SDTP), which measures the likelihood of end users suffering a worse-than-expected stall duration, and develop a holistic optimization framework for minimizing the overall SDTP over joint caching content placement, network resource optimization and user request scheduling. SDTP, denoted by Pr(Γ (i) > σ), measures the probability that the stall duration Γ (i) of video i is greater than a pre-defined threshold σ. Despite resource and loadbalancing mechanisms, large scale storage systems evaluations show that there is a high degree of randomness in delay performance [10] . In contrast to web object caching and delivery, the video chunks in the latter part of a video do not have to be downloaded much earlier than their actual play time to maintain the desired QoE, making SDTP highly dependent on the joint optimization with resource management and request scheduling in CDN-based video streaming.
Quantifying SDTP with multi-tier cache/storage is an open problem. Even for single-chunk video files, the problem is equivalent to minimizing the download tail latency, which is still an open problem [11] . The key challenge arises from the difficulty of constructing and analyzing a scheduling policy that (optimally) redirects each request based on dependent system and queueing dynamics (including cache content, network conditions, request queue status) on the fly. To overcome these challenges, we propose a novel two-stage, probabilistic scheduling approach, where each request of video i is (i) processed by cache server j with probability π i,j and (ii) assigned to video stream v with probability p i,j,v .
The two-stage, probability scheduling allows us to model each cache server and video stream as separate queues, and thus, to characterize the distributions of different video chunks' download time and playback time. Further, the edge caching policy plays a key role in the system design. This paper proposes an adaption of least-recently-used (LRU) caching mechanism [12] , [13] , where each file is removed from the edge cache if it has not been requested again for a time that depends on the edge router and the file index. By optimizing these probabilities and the edge-cache parameters, we quantify SDTP through a closed-form, tight upper bound for CDN-based video streaming with arbitrary cache content placement and network resource allocation. We note that the analysis in this paper is fundamentally different from those for distributed file storage, e.g., [14] , [15] , because the stall duration of a video relies on the download times of all its chunks, rather than simply the time to download the last chunk of a file. Further, since video chunks are downloaded and played sequentially, the download times and playback times of different video chunks are highly correlated and thus jointly determine the SDTP metric.
This paper proposes a holistic optimization framework for minimizing overall SDTP in CDN-based video streaming. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first framework for multi-tier caching to jointly consider all key design degrees of freedom, including bandwidth allocation among different parallel streams, multi-tier cache content placement and update, request scheduling, and the modeling variables associated with the SDTP bound. An efficient algorithm is then proposed to solve this non-convex optimization problem. In particular, the proposed algorithm performs an alternating optimization over the different dimensions, such that each subproblem is shown to have convex constraints and thus can be efficiently solved using the iNner cOnVex Approximation (NOVA) algorithm proposed in [16] . The proposed algorithm is implemented in a virtualized cloud system managed by Openstack [17] . The experimental results demonstrate significant improvement of QoE metrics as compared to the considered baselines.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• We propose a novel framework for analyzing CDN-based over-the top video streaming systems with the use of multiple caching tiers and multiple parallel streams between nodes. A novel two-stage probabilistic scheduling policy is proposed to assign each user request to different cache servers and parallel video streams. Further, the edge router uses an adaptation of LRU, and the distributed cache servers cache partial files.
• The distribution of (random) download time of different video chunks are analyzed. Then, using ordered statistics, we quantify the playback time of each video segment.
• Multiple recursive relations are set up to compute the stall duration tail probability. We first relate the compute of download time of each chunk to the play time of each chunk, Since the play time depends not only on download of the current chunk, but also on the previous chunks. Second, stall duration must account for whether the file has been requested by anyone within a window time of a certain size to get advantage of edge cache. If it had been requested, the stall duration is a function of the time of the last request and the stall duration at that time.
In the steady state analysis, this will lead to a recursion. This analysis has been used to derive an analytical upper bound on SDTP for arbitrary distributed cache content placement, parameters of edge cache, and the parameters of the two-stage probabilistic scheduling (Appendix B).
• A holistic optimization framework is developed to optimize a weighted sum of SDTP of all video files over the request scheduling probabilities, distributed cache content placement, the bandwidth allocation among different streams, edge cache parameters, and the modeling parameters in SDTP bound. An efficient algorithm is provided to decouple and solve this non-convex optimization (Section V).
• To better understand the SDTP and how it relates to the QoE of users, we correlate this metric to a wellknown QoE metric (called mean stall duration). Since the optimal point for the mean stall duration is not the same as that of the SDTP, we optimize a convex combination of the two metrics and show how the two QoE metrics can be compromised based on the point on the curve that is appropriate for the clients (Appendix I).
• The algorithm is implemented on a virtualized cloud system managed by Openstack. The simulation and tracebased results validate our theoretical analysis with the implementation and analytical results being close, thus demonstrating the efficacy of our proposed algorithm. The QoE metric is shown to have significant improvement as compared to competitive strategies (Appendix VI). The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides related work for this paper. In Section III, we describe the system model used in the paper with a description of CDN-based Over-the-top video streaming systems. Section IV provides an upper bound on the mean stall duration. Section V formulates the QoE optimization problem as a weighted sum of all SDTP of all files and proposes the iterative algorithmic solution of this problem. Experimental results are provided in Section VI. Section VII concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Video on Demand services and Live TV Content from cloud servers have been studied widely [18] - [22] . The placement of content and resource optimization over the cloud servers have been considered. Hu et al. [21] utilize the social information propagation pattern to improve the efficiency of social video distribution. Further, they used replication and user request dispatching mechanism in the cloud content delivery network architecture to reduce the system operational cost, while maintaining the averaged service latency. However, [21] only considers video download. The benefits of delivering videos at the edge network is shown in [22] . Authors show that bringing videos at the edge network can significantly improve the content item delivery performance, in terms of improving quality experienced by users as well as reducing content item delivery costs. To the best of our knowledge, reliability of content over the cloud servers have not been considered for video streaming applications. There are novel challenges to characterize and optimize the QoE metrics at the end user. Adaptive streaming algorithms have also been considered for video streaming [23] - [26] which are beyond the scope of this paper and are left for future work.
Mean latency and tail latency have been characterized in [14] , [15] , and [27] and [28] and [29] , respectively, for a system with multiple files using probabilistic scheduling. However, these papers consider only file downloading rather than video streaming. This paper considers CDN-based video streaming. We note that file downloading can follow as a special case of streaming, which makes our model more general. Additionally, the metrics for video streaming do not only account for the end of the download of the video but also for the download of each segment. Hence, the analysis for the content download cannot be extended to the video streaming directly and the analysis approach in this paper is very different from the prior work in the area of file downloading.
More recently, Al-Abbasi and Aggarwal [30] considered video-streaming over distributed storage systems. However, cache placement is not considered. Moreover, only a single stream between each storage server and edge node is assumed and hence neither the two-stage probabilistic scheduling nor bandwidth allocation were considered. Similarly, there is no edge cache in [31] . Thus, the analysis and the problem formulation here is an extension of that in [30] and [31] .
III. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Target System
Our work is motivated by the architecture of a production system with a Virtualized Content Distribution Network (vCDN). Such services, for instance, include video-on-demand (VoD), live linear streaming services (also referred to as over-the-top video streaming services), firmware over the air (FOTA) Android updates to mobile devices, etc. The main role of this CDN infrastructure is not only to provide users with lower response time and higher bandwidth, but also to distribute the load (especially during peak time) across many edge locations. Consequently, the core backbone network will have reduced network load and better response time. The origin server has original data and CDN sites have only part of those data. Each CDN site is composed of multiple cache servers each of which is typically implemented as a VM backed by multiple directly attached solid state drives (SSDs) for higher throughput. The cache servers store video segments and a typical duration of each segment covers 5 − 11 seconds of playback time.
Further, the typical vCDN architecture includes an additional cache at the edge, called edge cache. This edge cache allows for saving some recently accessed videos. This cache can also help multicasting content to another user connected to the same edge router. One of the typical policy that is used in edge cache is based on least-recently-used (LRU) caching policy [12] . In this paper, we will consider a modification of this strategy to weigh the eviction policy of contents dependent on their weight, placement, and access rates and thus can be optimized.
When a client such as VoD/LiveTV app requests a certain content, it goes through multiple steps. First, it sees whether the content is in edge cache. If so, the content is directly accessed from the edge cache. Then, it sees whether the content has been requested by someone connected to the same edge router and is being sent to them. In this case, the content already received at the edge router is sent to the user and the remaining content is passed as received (equivalent to a multicast stream setup). If the content cannot be obtained in the two steps, the client then contacts CDN manager, choose the best CDN service to use and retrieve a fully qualified domain name (FQDN). Fourth, with the acquired FQDN, it gets a cache server's IP address from a content routing service (called iDNS). Then we use the IP address to connect to one of the cache servers. The cache server will directly serve the incoming request if it has data in its local storage (cache-hit). If the requested content is not on the cache server (i.e., cachemiss), the cache server will fetch the content from the origin server and then serve the client.
In the rest of this section, we will present a generic mathematical model applicable to not only our vCDN system but also other video streaming systems that implement CDN-like two-tier caching structure.
B. System Description
We consider a content delivery network as shown in Fig.  1 , consisting of a single datacenter that has an origin server, m geographically-distributed cache servers denoted by j = 1, . . . , m, and edge-cache storage nodes associated with the edge routers ∈ {1, 2, · · · , R}, where R is the total number of edge-routers, as depicted in Figure 2 . The compute cache servers (also called storage nodes) are located close to the edge of the network and thus provide lower access latency for end users. We also assume that each cache server is connected to one edge router. Further, the connection from the edge router to the users is not considered as a bottleneck. Thus, the edge router is considered as a combination of users and is the last hop for our analysis. We also note that the link from the edge router to the end users is not controlled by the service provider and thus cannot be considered for optimized resource allocation from the network. The service provider wishes to optimize the links it controls for efficient quality of experience to the end user.
A set of r video files (denoted by i = 1, . . . , r) are stored in the datacenter, where video file i is divided into L i equalsize segments each of length τ seconds. We assume that the first L j,i chunks of video i are stored on cache server j. Even though we consider a fixed cache placement, we note that L j,i are optimization variables and can be updated when sufficient arrival rate change is detected.
We assume that the bandwidth between the data center and the cache server j (service edge router ) is split into d j parallel streams, where the streams are denoted as P S
Further, the bandwidth between the cache server j and the edge router is divided into f video streaming since multiple video downloads can happen simultaneously. Since we care about stall duration, obtaining multiple videos simultaneously is helpful as the stall durations of multiple videos can be improved. We further assume that f 
for all j = 1, · · · , m and = 1, · · · , R. We note that the sum of weights may be less than 1 and some amount of the bandwidth may be wasted. While the optimal solution will satisfy this with equality since for better utilization, we do not need to explicitly enforce the equality constraint. We note that if the cache server serves multiple edge routers, the parallel streams between cloud storage and cache server will be the sum of d j to each edge router thus making the problem separated for each edge router. For ease, we will sometime omit to focus on links to one edge router only and the same procedure can be used for each edge router. We assume that the service time of a segment for data transfer from the data center to the cache server j is shiftedexponential with rate α j, . The shifted exponential distribution can be seen as an approximation of the realistic service time distribution in the prior works, e.g., [32] , and references therein. We also note that the rate of a parallel stream is proportional to the bandwidth split. Thus, the service time distribution of P S
βj, , and P S (e,j)
j,νj , , respectively, and are given as follows.
for all β j , ν j , and . We further define the moment generating functions of the service times of P S
βj , , and P S (e,j) νj ,
j,νj , , which are defined as follows.
We also assume that there is a start-up delay of d s (in seconds) for the video which is the duration in which the content can be buffered but not played. Table III (in Appendix H) summarizes the key used notation in this paper.
C. Edge-Cache Model
Edge cache ∈ {1, 2, · · · , R}, where R is the total number of edge-routers, stores the video content closer to end users. This improves the QoE to end users. We assume a limited cache size at the edge-router (edge-cache) of a maximum capacity of C ,e seconds, at edge-router . When a file is requested by the user, the edge cache is first checked to see if the file is there completely or partly (in case some other user is watching that content). If the file is not in the edge cache, the space for this video file is created in the edge cache, and a file or some other video files have to be evicted so as not to violate the space constraint.
We consider edge cache policy as follows. The file i is removed from edge cache if it has not been accessed in time ω i, after its last request time from edge-router . The parameter ω i, is a variable that can be optimized based on the file preference and its placement in the CDN cache. This caching policy is motivated by LRU since the file is evicted if it has not been used in some time in the past. The key advantages of this approach is that (i) It is tunable, in the sense that the parameters ω i, can be optimized, and (ii) the performance of the policy is easier to optimize as compared to LRU. When a file i is requested, and someone has already requested from edge router in the last ω i, time units, the file is obtained from the edge router. Even if the file may not be completely in the edge-router yet (not yet finished downloading), the downloaded part is given directly to the new user and the remaining content is delivered as it becomes available to the edge cache. This is akin to multicasting the remaining part of the video to multiple users [33] .
An illustration of the evolution of caching policy is illustrated in Figure 3 , where the index is omitted since we consider the procedure at a single edge router. Video file i is requested at three times t 1 , t 2 , and t 3 . At t 1 , the file enters the edge cache. Since it had not been requested in ω i time units, it is evicted. When the file is again requested at t 2 , the space for the file is reserved in the edge cache. The file, when requested at t 3 is within the ω i duration from t 2 and thus will be served from the edge cache. If the file is still not in the edge cache completely, it will obtain the part already there directly while the remaining part will be streamed as it becomes available. Since the file i was not requested for time ω i after t 3 , the file is again evicted from the edge cache.
We note that the arrival rate of the files is random. Thus, this file eviction policy may not satisfy the maximum edge cache constraint at all times. In order to handle this, we will first assume for the analytical optimization that the probability that the cache capacity of edge-cache is violated is bounded by which is small. That could lead us to obtain a rough estimate on the different parameters in the system. The hard constraint on the capacity can be made in run-time, by evicting the files that are closest to be going out based on when they were requested and the corresponding ω i, . This online adaptation will be explained in Appendix J.
D. Queueing Model and Two-Stage Probabilistic Scheduling
If cache server j is chosen for accessing video file i on edge router , the first L j,i chunks are obtained from one of the e βj, . However, if video file i is already requested at time t i within a window of size ω i , the request will be served from the edge-cache and will not be sent to a higher level in the hierarchy, e.g., cache server.
We assume that the arrival of requests at the edge router for each video i form an independent Poisson process with a known rate λ i, . In order to serve the request for file i, we need to choose three things -(i) Selection of Cache server j, (ii) Selection of ν j to determine one of P S (e,j) νj , streams to deliver cached content, (iii) Selection of β j to determine one of P S (d,j) βj streams from the data-center which automatically selects the stream P S (d,j) βj, from the cache server, to obtain the non-cached content from the datacenter. Thus, we will use a two-stage probabilistic scheduling to select the cache server and the parallel streams. For a file request at edge-router , we choose server j with probability π i,j, for file i randomly. Further, having chosen the cache server, one of the e j streams is chosen with probability p i,j,νj , . Similarly, one of the d j streams is chosen with probability q i,j,βj , . We note that these probabilities only have to satisfy
We note that since file i is removed from the edge cache after time ω i , the requests at the cache server are no longer Poisson. We note that this could be alleviated by assuming that every time the file is requested, the time ω i is chosen using an exponential distribution. This change of distribution will make the distribution of requests at the cache server Poisson thus alleviating the issue. This is because if ω i follows an exponential distribution (i.e., not fixed) with parameter ν i , the probability that the request of video file i is directed to the distributed cache servers and/or central server is given by P ( t i > ω i ) = νi νi+λi . This result follows since t i and ω i are exponentially distributed with parameters λ i and ν i , respectively. However, in the following, we will assume constant ω i , while still approximate the request pattern at cache servers as Poisson which holds when the times for which file remains in the edge cache is chosen using an exponential distribution. This approximation turns out to be quite accurate as will be shown in the evaluation results. Further, such approximations of Poisson arrivals are widely used in the literature in similar fashions. In particular, it is used to characterize the coherence time of an LRU-based caching, e.g., see [34] and references therein. Further, Schwartz [35, Ch. 9, p. 470] approximate the arrivals of new and retransmitted packets in CSMA protocol as Poisson even though they are not due to the dependencies between them.
Since sampling of Poisson process is Poisson, and superposition of independent Poisson processes is also Poisson, we get the aggregate arrival rate at P S j,νj , , respectively are given as follows. Proof: The proof is provided in Appendix A.
E. Distribution of Edge Cache Utilization
We will now investigate the distribution of the edge-cache utilization at any time. This will help us in bounding the probability that the edge cache is more than the capacity of the cache. In the analytic part, we will bound this probability. However, the online adaptations in Appendix J will provide an adaptation to maintain the maximum edge cache capacity constraint at all times.
Let X i, be the random variable corresponding to amount of space in the edge-cache for video file i. Since the file arrival rate is Poisson, and the file is in the edge-cache if it has been requested in the last ω i seconds. Then, X i, is given as
where 1 − e −λ i, ω i, is the probability that file i is requested within a window-size of ω i, time units. The total utilization of the edge-cache j is given as
The mean and variance of X can be found to be 
. This distribution is then used as a constraint in the design of ω i, , where the constraint bounds the probability that the edge cache utilization is higher than the maximum capacity of the edge cache. Since X can be well approximated by a Gaussian distribution, the edge cache utilization, can be probabilistically bounded as follows,
where
are the mean and variance, respectively.
IV. STALL DURATION TAIL PROBABILITY
This section will characterize the stall duration tail probability using the two-stage probabilistic scheduling and allocation of bandwidth weights. We note that the arrival rates are given in terms of the video files, and the service rate above is provided in terms of segment at each server. The analysis would require detailed consideration of the different segments in a video. In this section, we will assume that the edgerouter for the request is known, and thus we omit the subscript/superscript to simplify notations.
In order to find the stall durations, we first consider the case where file i is not in the edge cache and has to be requested from the CDN. We also assume that the cache server j is used, with the streams β j and ν j known. We will later consider the distribution of these choices to compute the overall metric. In order to compute stall durations, we would first calculate the download time of each of the video segment, which accounts for the first L j,i segments at the cache j and the later L i −L j,i segments at the server. After the download times are found, the play times of the different contents are found. The detailed calculations are shown in Appendix B, where the distribution of T (g) i,j,βj ,νj , the time that segment g begins to play at the client i given that it is downloaded from β j and ν j queues, is found. The stall duration for the request of file i from β j queue, ν j queue and server j, if not in the edge-cache, i.e., Γ (i,j,βj ,νj ) U is given as
as explained in Appendix B. We use this expression to derive a tight bound on the SDTP. The stall duration tail probability of a video file i is defined as the probability that the stall duration is greater than a predefined threshold σ. Since exact evaluation of stall duration is hard [30] , [36] , we cannot evaluate Pr Γ
tot is random variable indicating the overall stall duration for file i. In this section, we derive a tight upper bound on the SDTP through the two-stage Probabilistic Scheduling as follows.
We first note that the expression in equation (16) (Appendix B) accounts only for the stalls that would be incurred if the video segments are not accessed from the edge-cache (including stored, or multicasted). However, the user would experience lower stalls if the requested content is accessed from the edge-cache. Thus, we need an expectation over the choice of whether the file is accessed from the edge server, and the choice of (j, β j , ν j ) in addition to the queue statistics. For a video file i requested at time t i after the last request for file i, the stall duration for the request of file i can be expressed as follows:
where d = means equal in distribution. This is because if file i is requested again within ω i time, then the multicast or stored file can lead to the reduced stall duration based on how much time has passed since the last request. Further, if the file has not been requested in the last ω i time units, then the file has to be obtained from the CDN, and thus the expression of random variable Γ (i) tot also includes randomness over the choice of (j, β j , ν j ) in this case. From (17), we can obtain the following result.
Lemma 2: For a given choice of (j,
Proof: The proof is provided in Appendix C.
We next derive E e hiD (v) i,j,β j ,ν j |(j, β j , ν j ) using the following two lemmas, which will be used in the main result. The key idea is that we characterize the download and play times of each segments and use them in determining the SDTP of each video file request.
given by
Proof: The proof follows from (52) in Appendix B by replacing g by v and rearranging the terms in the result.
where Using these expressions, the following theorem summarizes the stall duration tail probability for file i. We include the edge router index in all the expressions in the result for the ease of using it in the following section.
Theorem 1: The stall distribution tail probability for video file i requested through edge router is bounded by
for ρ
j,νj , < 1, where the auxiliary variables in the statement of the Theorem are defined as
Proof: The detailed steps are provided in Appendix E. We note that δ (e,) = δ (d,) = 0, if the storage server nodes are not hosting the requested video files and δ (d,d,) has nonzero value only if some sWe can also derive the mean stall duration for video file i in a similar fashion. The interested reader is referred to Appendix I for detailed treatment of this metric.
V. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PROPOSED ALGORITHM
A. Problem Formulation
We define π = (π i,j, ∀i = 1, · · · , r and j ω i, , ∀i, ) . Our goal is to minimize the SDTP over the choice of cache and datacenter access decisions, bandwidth allocation weights, portion (number) of cached segments, time window over which we maintain the video files at edge-cache and auxiliary bound parameters.
To incorporate for weighted fairness and differentiated services, we assign a positive weight κ i, for each file i. Without loss of generality, each file i is weighted by the arrival rate λ i, in the objective (so larger arrival rates are weighted higher). However, any other weights can be incorporated to accommodate for weighted fairness or differentiated services. Let λ = i, λ i, be the total arrival rate. Hence, κ i, = λ i, /λ is the ratio of file i requests. Hence, the objective is the minimization of stall duration tail probability, averaged over all the file requests, and is given as i,
. By using the expression for SDTP in Section IV, the optimization problem can be formulated as follows.
s.t.
(1) − (12), (15), (22) 
Here, in (35) , equations (1) − (3) give the feasibility constraints on the bandwidth allocation, while equations (4) − (6) define the MGFs of the service time distributions, equations (7) − (10) give the feasibility of the two-stage probabilistic scheduling and (11) − (12) define the arrival rates at the different queues. Constraints (36)- (38) ensure the stability of the systems queue (do not blow up to infinity). Constraints (40)- (43) ensure that the moment generating functions exist. We note that some optimization variables can be combined to form a single optimization variable which results in having only five independent and separable variables as shown below. In the next subsection, we will describe the proposed algorithm for this optimization problem.
B. Proposed Algorithm
We first note that the two-stage probabilistic scheduling variables are independent and separable, thus we can combine them and define a single variable π such that π = (π , p , q). Similarly, since the bandwidth allocation weights are independent and separable, we concatenate them in a single optimization variable w, where w =
. Hence, the weighted SDTP optimization problem given in (34)- (44) is optimized over five set of variables: server and PSs scheduling probabilities π (two-stage scheduling probabilities), auxiliary parameters h, bandwidth allocation weights w, cache placement L, and edge cache window size optimization ω.
Clearly, the problem is non-convex in all the parameters jointly, which can be easily seen in the terms which are product of the different variables. Since the problem is non-convex, we propose an iterative algorithm to solve the problem. The proposed algorithm divides the problem into five subproblems that optimize one variable while fixing the remaining four. These sub-problems are labeled as (i) Server and PSs Access Optimization: optimizes π, for given h, w, ω, and L, (ii) Auxiliary Variables Optimization: optimizes h for given π, w, ω, and L, (iii) Bandwidth Allocation Optimization: optimizes w for given π, h, ω, and L. (iv) Cache Placement Optimization: optimizes L for given π, h, ω, and w, (v) Edgecache Window Size Optimization: optimizes ω for given π, h, L, and w. The algorithm is summarized as follows. 
The proposed algorithm performs an alternating optimization over the different aforementioned dimensions, such that each sub-problem is shown to have convex constraints and thus can be efficiently solved using the iNner cOnVex Approximation (NOVA) algorithm proposed in [16] . The subproblems are explained in detailed in Appendix F.
We first initialize π, w, h, ω, and L ∀i, j, ν j , β j such that the choice is feasible for the problem. Then, we do alternating minimization over the five sub-problems defined above. Since each sub-problem can only decrease the objective (properties of convergence of subproblems to a stationary point is given in Appendix F) and the overall problem is bounded from below, we have the following result.
Theorem 2: The proposed algorithm converges to a stationary solution.
Appendix J describes how our algorithm can be used in an online fashion to keep track of the systems dynamics at the edge-cache.
VI. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate our proposed algorithm for weighted stall duration tail probability.
A. Testbed Configuration and Parameter Setup
We construct an experimental environment in a virtualized cloud environment managed by Openstack [17] to investigate our proposed SDTP framework. We allocated one VM for an origin server and 5 VMs for cache servers intended to simulate two locations (e.g., different states). We implement the proposed online caching mechanism in the edge cache that takes the inputs of ω i, at each edge router. When a video file is requested, it is stored in the edge-cache for a window size of ω i, time units (unless requested again in this window). For the future requests within ω i or concurrent user requests, the requests for the video chunks are served from the edge-cache, and thus future/concurrent users would experience lower stall duration. If the file can be accessed from the edge router, higher caching level is not used for this request which consequently reduces the traffic at the core backbone servers. If the file cannot be accessed from the edge router, it goes to the distributed cache. We assume some segments, i.e., L j,i , of video file i are stored in the distributed cache node j, and are served from the cache nodes. The non-cached segments are served from the data-center. The schematic of our testbed is illustrated in Figure 4 . Since the two edge-routers are likely in different states, they may not share the cache servers which is the setup we study in the experiments. We note that the One VM per location is used for generating client workloads. Table II summarizes a detailed configuration used for the experiments. For client workload, we exploit a popular HTTP-traffic generator, Apache JMeter, with a plug-in that can generate traffic using HTTP Streaming protocol. We assume the amount of available bandwidth between origin server and each cache server is 200 Mbps, 500 Mbps between cache server 1/2 and edge router 1, and 300 Mbps between cache server 3/4/5 and edge router 2. In this experiment, to allocate bandwidth to the clients, we throttle the client (i.e., JMeter) traffic according to the plan generated by our algorithm. We consider 1000 threads (i.e., users) and set e () j = 40 for all = 1, 2, d j = 20. Segment size τ is set to be equal to 8 seconds. Each edge cache is assumed to have a capacity, equivalent to 15% of the total size of the video files. Further, distributed cache servers can store up to 35% out of the total number of video file segments. The values of α j and η j are summarized in Table I .
Video files are generated based on Pareto distribution [41] (as it is a commonly used distribution for file sizes [42] ) with shape factor of 2 and scale of 300, respectively. While we stick in the experiment to these parameters, our analysis and results remain applicable for any setting given that the system maintains stable conditions under the chosen parameters. Since we assume that the video file sizes are not heavy-tailed, the first 500 file-sizes that are less than 60 minutes are chosen. When generating video files, the size of each video file is rounded up to the multiple of 8 seconds. For the arrival rates, we use the data from our production system for 500 hot files from two edge routers, and use those arrival rates. The aggregate arrival rates at edge router 1 and router 2 are
In order to generate the policy for the implementation, we assume uniform scheduling,
However, these choices of the initial parameters may not be feasible. Thus, we modify the parameter initialization to be closest norm feasible solutions. Using the initialization, the proposed algorithm is used to obtain the parameters. These parameters are then used to control the bandwidth allocation, distributed cache content placement, the probabilistic scheduling parameters, and the edge caching window sizes. Based on these parameters, the proposed online algorithm is implemented. Since we assume the arrivals of video files are Poisson (and hence interarrival time is exponential with λ i for file i), we generate a sequence of 10000 video file arrivals/requests corresponding to the different files at each edge router. Upon an arrival of a video file at edge-cache, we apply our proposed online mechanism. For each segment, we used JMeter built-in reports to estimate the downloaded time of each segment and then plug these times into our model to obtain the stall duration which will be used for evaluation of the proposed method.
B. Baselines
We compare our proposed approach with multiple strategies, which are described as follows. (34) is optimized over the choice of π, h, and w, (using Algorithms 1, 2, and 3, respectively) using alternating minimization. 6) Caching at edge-cache based on adaptSize policy [43] and Caching-Hottest files at storage nodes, Optimized Scheduling Probabilities, Auxiliary variables, Storage Cache Placement, and Bandwidth Allocation Weights (adaptSize): This policy is a probabilistic admission policy in which a video file is admitted into the cache with probability e −size/c so as larger objects are admitted with lower probability and the parameter c is tuned to maximize the object hit rate (OHR), defined as the probability that a requested file is found in the cache. In particular, given a c and an estimate on the arrival rate for the requests for each video file, one can estimate the probability that a given file will be served from the edgecache. One can then use these probabilities to compute the OHR as a function of c and then optimize. The value of c is recomputed after a certain number of file requests, using a sliding window approach. We refer the reader to [43] for a more in-depth description. 7) Caching at edge-cache based on variant of LRU policy [34] We denote by xLRU one of the these policies: qLRU , kLRU , and kRandom. A qLRU policy is the same as LRU except that files are only added with probability q. In kLRU , requested files must traverse k − 1 additional virtual LRU caches before it is added to the actual cache. kRandom is the same as kLRU except files are evicted from the cache at random. The other optimization parameters are optimized the same way as in the adaptSize policy. Figure 5 shows the decay of weighted SDTP r i=1 λi λi P(Γ (i) > σ) with σ (in seconds) for the considered policies. Notice that SDTP Policy solves the optimal weighted stall tail probability via proposed alternating optimization algorithm. Also, this figure represents the complementary cumulative distribution function (ccdf) of the proposed algorithm as well as the selected baselines. We further observe that uniformly accessing servers and simple service-rate-based scheduling are unable to optimize the request scheduler based on factors like chunk placement, request arrival rates, different stall weights, thus leading to much higher SDTP. Moreover, the figure shows that an entire video file does not have to be present in the edge-cache. That's because when the user requests a cached video, it is served by first sending the portion of the video locally present at edgecache while obtaining the remainder from the distributed cache servers and/or the origin server, and transparently passing it on to the client. In addition, we see that the analytical (offline) SDTP is very close to the actual (online) SDTP measurement on our testbed. Further, since adaptSize policy does not intelligently incorporate the arrival rates in adding/evicting the video files, it fails to significantly reduce the SDTP. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to jointly consider all key design degrees of freedom, including bandwidth allocation among different parallel streams, cache content placement, the request scheduling, window-size of the edge-cache and the modeling variables associated with the SDTP bound.
C. Experimental Results
1) SDTP Performance for Different σ:
2) Arrival
Rates Comparisons: Figure 6 shows the effect of increasing system workload, obtained by varying the arrival rates of the video files from 0.01s −1 to 0.03s −1 with an increment step of 0.002s −1 on the SDTP. We notice a significant improvement of the QoE metric with the proposed strategy as compared to the baselines. Further, the gap between the analytical offline bound and actual online SDTP is small which validates the tightness of our proposed SDTP bound. Further, while our algorithm optimizes the system parameters offline, this figure shows that an online version of our algorithm can be used to keep track of the systems dynamics and thus achieve an improved performance.
3) Effect of Number of files: Figure 7 shows the impact of varying the number of files from 150 to 550 on the weighted SDTP for the online algorithm. Clearly, weighted SDTP increases with the number of files, which brings in more Fig. 6 . Weighted stall-duration tail probability versus arrival rate of video files. We vary the arrival rate of the files from 0.01λ i to 0.03λ i with an increment step of 0.002, where λ i is the base arrival rate. workload (i.e., higher arrival rates). However, our optimization algorithm optimizes new files along with existing ones to keep overall weighted SDTP at a low level. We note that the proposed optimization strategy effectively reduces the tail probability and outperforms the considered baseline strategies. Thus, joint optimization over all optimization parameters help reduce the tail probability significantly. Also, the gap between online and offline performance is almost negligible which reflects the robustness of our algorithm.
Additional performance evaluation is provided in Appendix K and Appendix L.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a CDN-based edge-cache-aided overthe-top multicast video streaming system, where the video content is partially stored on distributed cache servers and access-dependent online edge caching strategy is used at the edge-cache. Further, this paper optimizes the weighted stall duration tail probability by considering two-stage probabilistic scheduling for the choice of servers and the parallel streams between the server and the edge router. Using the two-stage probabilistic scheduling and the edge caching mechanism, upper bound on the stall duration tail probability is characterized. Further, an optimization problem that minimizes the weighted stall duration tail probability is formulated, over the choice of two-stage probabilistic scheduling, bandwidth allocation, cache placement, edge-cache parameters, and the auxiliary variables in the bound. An efficient algorithm is proposed to solve the optimization problem and the experimental results on a virtualized cloud system managed by Openstack depict the improved performance of our proposed algorithm as compared to the considered baselines. Possible extensions to accommodate multiple quality levels and different chunk sizes are discussed in Appendix M. However, a complete treatment of adaptive bit-rate video streaming is left as a future work.
